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t's been more than a century now 
since what is generally considered 
the first American Western film hit 

the screen. The Great Train Robbery, 
which literally opened with a bang in 
December 1903, caused consternation 
amongst viewers when mustachioed 
bandit leader Justus D. Barnes fired his 
gun directly into the camera at them. 
(For the record, no one was injured, and 
Justus got justice in the end.) The 
12-minute hit film spawned a new genre 
with a simple formula - a Western 
location some time in the past and a 

clear theme of good versus evil. 
Old West-style heroes demon

strated important life lessons of 
courage, persistence and integrity, 
and living out those lessons was 
frequently a lonely process. Ethan 
Edwards in John Ford's The Search
ers, the titular outlaw Josey Wales 
and Bonanza's Ben Cartwright all 

were widowed or chose to live 
companionless - and yet even though 

they faced a harsh world on their own, 
their moral compass and physical 

strength nearly always prevailed. (Of 
(Y) course, it didn't hurt that they were 
o ruggedly handsome as well as handyZ 

lD with a gun.) 
Western women, on the other hand,.g 

typically were portrayed as heart-of-gold• 
harlots (Katy Jurado in High Noon, 1952) 
or damsels in distress (Claudia Cardinale 
in The Professionals, 1967). (<"oll/lIlunl) 

LEFT: John Wayne as tough-as
z 
o 

nails cowboy Ethan Edwards 
~ 
<l.J in The Searchers (1956)
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1 The silent film The Great Train Robbery (1903) got Westerns off with 
a bang. 2 Traditional Western heroines include damsel-in-distress Clau
dia Cardinale in The Professionals (1966); more contemporary roles, tike 
the one played by 3 Jane Seymour in Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman, had far 
more independence. 4 Clint Eastwood made a name for himself as a 
tough hombre in spaghetti Westerns like The Good, The Bad, And The 
Ugly . .5 Lorne Greene (center) is Ben Cartwright, with sons Adam (Pernell 
Roberts), Little Joe (Michael Landon), and Hoss (Dan Blocker) in the 
popular TV series Bonanza. 6 Cleavon Little is the first black sheriff of the 
West in Mel Brooks' Western spoof Blazing Saddles (1974). 7 Native 
American culture got a much-needed reboot in Dances With Wolves 
(Kevin Costner with Graham Greene). 

There were exceptions, like Dr. Michaela Quinn (Jane 
Seymour), the tradition-bucking physician in 1860s 
Colorado Springs (Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman). 

The cinematic role of Native Americans also evolved 
through the years, from violent, uncivilized villains 
who spoke pidgin English (and who were played by 
white actors in makeup and wigs), to intelligent and 
spiritual victims of white settlers' greed, most notably in 
Kevin Costner's Dances With Wolves (1990), which, 
while romanticized at times, featured native actors 
speaking Lakota. 

Of course, most depictions of the West in popular 
culture are based largely on fiction, legend and stereo
type. This makes the genre a spot-on target for satire in 
films like Blazing Saddles (1974), which included every 
popular cliche, from the singing cowboy to the shady 
cattle rancher. 

Westerns have undergone some strange turns 
through the years, including the Italian, so-called 
"spaghetti" Western (The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, 

1966), science-fiction Westerns (Westworld, 1973), and 
range-in-the-'hood (Urban Cowboy, 1980). 

Sadly, the Western genre has slowly ridden off into 
the sunset along with its fabled heroes. What happened? 
Certainly the expense of making Westerns, as well as 
changing society values (Americans are much more 
urban and their love of guns is much more problem
atic). But is the Western really dead, as author and 
professor R. Phillip Loy declared in 2003? Probably 
not. "The landscape of the West still has great stories to 
tell on film;' noted author Scott Simmon, and Ameri • 
cans still love a good story. ~ 

Besides, everyone knows that old cowboys - or their 
.5J1sidekicks - never really die. If it's true that part of the 

Western's decline was due to its failure to connect with 
younger audiences, Johnny Depp might endow it with a W

•new following when he rides into theaters this summer 
as the Lone Ranger's faithful Indian companion Tonto. 
And the West - or our newly imagined version of it 
just might be won all over again. 


